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4 weeks free access to explore 

our learning platform

You get:

 D 600 active users per year

 D 250 simultaneous user 

 D 5 GB storage per 50 users

 D Fully integrated tool for online tests and exams

 D Autoren-, Teilnehmer- und Zugangsverwaltung

 D Full service hosting including monitoring and backups

 D Continuous improvements and enhancements

 D 1 hour Online training

 D Embedding of your logo

 D Additional tools and services according to your individual needs  
(see reverse page)

Start now with your personal learning 
platform at monthly*:

1.999€

Your Online Learning Platform That Grows Along  
With Your Needs

You want to raise the attractiveness and efficiency of your learning  
opportunities by using online tools? You are looking for a high-performance 
solution, but prefer starting with a smaller scenario? Our learning platform 
OPAL Learn-Cloud offers the variety and security you need at a fair and 
easy calculable price.

600 users*

1.999 €
per year

*or 50 users per month

1200 users*

2.707 €
per year

*or 100 users per month

2400 users*

4.123 €
per year

*or 200 users per month

Unsere Preise für Sie:

* Minimum contract time 1 year, then automatically prolongated for another 6 month, 2 month 
period of notice. All prices are net prices exclusive of the relevant legal turnover tax

Public institutions get a 20% discount
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Individually Extend Your Range Of Features And Services

You want to shape your learning scenarios even more professional or you 
need further adjustments within your learning platform? Choose from our 
portfolio of additional tools and services to generate further surpluses.

Extend your range of features

  Further user packages

  Further test runs

  Further storage

  Integrated online meeting tool

  Integrated logo and wording

Profit from our services

  Qualified user support

  Trainings and consulting

  Individual enhancements

  Individual hosting and monitoring

“We have always found BPS to be a very reliable and 
competent partner. They implement our requirements 
quickly and innovatively, always focusing on the key  

issues, and have positively surprised us.”

Andrea Altmeier, E-Media Project Manager, Georg Thieme Verlag KG

Interested in any 
individual services? 

Please contact us! We 
are looking forward to 
receiving your email  

or call!
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